Conflicts and Synergies in MSP – BONUS BASMATI Workshop organised by Nordregio, Stockholm
20 September

This one-day workshop on Conflicts and Synergies is meant to come to a shared understanding on
different types of conflicts and synergies in MSP, prepare input into the D 2.2. Report on Conflicts
and Synergies in MSP, and specifically to jointly develop sound input from each case study into the
report. Project partners will work closely together to identify conflicts / obstacles and synergies and
solutions that (might) emerge / can be identified in the 3 case studies. They will also explore ways of
including governance analysis and marine stakeholders (authorities and users) into practical case
study work. Case studies are asked to fill in a template on conflicts / obstacles and synergies
identified or possibly emerging in their case study. During the workshop, Nordregio together with
representatives from each case, will go through the template and develop the case chapters dealing
with potential conflicts, synergies and solutions. In addition to that, invited MSP planners will give
concrete examples on conflicts and synergies and explain some of the tools and methods they
developed and applied to come to solutions. An invited expert speaker from the ICES WK on Conflicts
Synergies in MSP will round up the program.
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1. Opening
Presenting purposes of the workshop and how its results will
be processed further and as part of BONUS Basmati D2.2.
Introduction of guests
2. From Conflicts to Solutions in MSP – Practical examples
from and tools used in the Southwest Baltic Sea
Some contents: Matrix of overlapping interests, EBA checklist
30 minutes presentation followed by discussions
3. Conflicts and Synergies in MSP – Focus beyond the BSR
The MUSES approach: Exploring Multi-Use Potentials in the
Mediterranean Sea
30 minutes presentation on conflict management, conflicts and
synergies with reflections from the MUSES project. Followed by
discussions
Lunch at Restaurant Moderna
4. Conflicts and Synergies in the BSR – Findings from the
BONUS Basmati project: Presenting the draft scoping report (D
2.2)
30 minutes presentation followed by discussions
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5. Conflicts & Synergies in BONUS Basmati Case Studies –
What have we learned so far – what do we need to deepen:
a) Pan-Baltic Case
b) Latvian Case
c) Aquaculture Case
15 minutes presentations based on the pre-filled template. Each
CS plus 15 minutes discussions overall. No stress. Look at point
8 😊😊
7. FIKA
8. Working Groups
Each case works on the conflict & synergies template / chapter
for D 2.2.
Stocktaking of stakeholder integration / mobilisation and
further needs in the CS regarding WP2.
9. Reporting from Groups
Summing up what have we learned and what are the next steps
to work with Conflicts & Synergies in the cases – short
statements from CS leaders
9. Concluding the day
How the material will be used and what are the next steps in
writing / finalising the report
End of Workshop
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